
Get more from your Fitbit 
experience with Premium.

Turn the stats on your wrist into personalised 
health and fitness guidance just for you. 
With customised programmes, personal 

insights, advanced sleep tools and thousands 
of unique workouts, Fitbit Premium helps you 
shape better habits and live a healthier life.

Wear fitness your way with stylish 
accessories for day and night.

It all fits 
together

Our most advanced smartwatch with a modern 
design that helps you tune in to your body 

with tools for heart health, stress management, 
skin temperature trends & more.

Heart Health 
Notifications

On-wrist skin 
temperature 

sensor

NEW

A smartwatch that puts motivation on your 
wrist with built-in GPS, Active Zone Minutes, 
20+ exercise modes and music experiences 

to keep you motivated to move.

Built-in
GPS

24/7 heart 
rate

Connected 
on the Go

Stress tracking 
& EDA sensor

NEW

It all fits 
together

Learn how changing one thing 
changes everything.

Available on

changes everything.



6+ day battery with fast charge*

Google Assistant‡

Alexa Built-in‡

NEW

24/7 heart rate*

Steps, distance 
& calories burned*

Text, call & app 
notifications*† Spotify - Connect & Control**

Fitbit Pay***

Built-in GPS

On-wrist skin temperature sensor

Stress tracking & EDA sensor

Heart health notifications

6+ day battery with fast charge*

Your Sense smartwatch unlocks a free 6-month Fitbit Premium trial complete with 
personalised insights, advanced analytics, relaxing sounds, sleep tools and more.||

Spotify - Connect & Control**

Fitbit Pay***

Built-in GPS

Hundreds of Apps & Clockfaces†

Spotify - Connect & Control**

Fitbit Pay***

Built-in GPS

Smart Wake

Battery life up to 7 days*

Spotify - Connect & Control**

Fitbit Pay***

Hundreds of Apps & Clockfaces†

Battery life up to 10 days*

Your Inspire 2 tracker unlocks 
a free 1-year Fitbit Premium trial 
complete with personalised 
insights, advanced analytics, 
relaxing sounds, sleep tools 
and more.||

Features on all trackers & smartwatches: Trackers Smartwatches

Meet 
the 
family

*Excludes Ace 2  
†Available when  phone is nearby 
‡See each product for further details

 *Battery life varies with use and other factors. 
12-minute fast charging adds 24 hours of 
battery life
**Subscription required 
***See availability at www.fitbit.com/ie/fitbit-
pay/banks 
†Not all apps are compatible with all devices 
‡Voice assistant availability and features may 
vary, see fitbit.com/voice
§ BMI available on device for Aria 2 and 
available in the Fitbit App for Aria Air
|| New Premium users only
Google and Google Play are trademarks of 
Google LLC 

Active Zone Minutes*

Reminders to Move

Sleep tracking 
& Sleep Score*

Weight, food, hydration & 
Menstrual Health Tracking in app*

Water resistant 
up to 50m

Guided breathing*

20+ exercise modes*

NEW NEW

Optional clip sold separately

Friends & groups

Step challenges

Interchangeable 
accessories 

Up to 10 days 
battery life‡

Google Assistant‡

Hundreds of Apps & Clockfaces†

Alexa Built-in‡

6+ day battery life*

Alexa Built-in‡

Smart Wake

Smart Wake

Smart Wake

NEW


